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Abstract
Secure communication is the major issue in the present society.Day-by-day Adversaries adopting new methodologies,technologies and
strategies to attack the target.In this paper,a framework has been developed and it will list the attack vectors and available exploits
to launch the exploitation based on the operating system agnostically.The framework is useful to fix and improve the security of
thedevice. In this analysis,the framework used CVE database to get the details of the known vulnerabilities using common platform
enumeration(CPE).Using this framework security awareness of the user can be increased by knowing the vulnerabilities and by
patching these vulnerabilities in the device,the threat potentiality decreases.
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of the vendor, product name, versions of the product and also
specifies details like whether it is application or operating system
or hardware. The present framework uses python as a scripting
language.
Simon Hanson et al. proposed a taxonomy of network and computer
attack [5] to categorise the attack dimensions. Andrea Bittau et
al. given how attackers are exploiting the target without having
the binary or source code of the services of the target[6].Qiang
Zeng et al. suggested Target therapy for program bugs which
will perform the detection, diagnosis of bug [7].Isham chokshi
et al. worked on Exploit dependency graph which will give us
all possible attacks [8].

I. Introduction
The Internet is termed as a huge network of an interconnected
networks of business,government,Academic and so on.These
networks are used for various purposes like sharing of
documents,websites etc.The Internet has been playing a significant
role since 20th century.Today we are using various websites like
E-Commerce,online courses, e-news,social networking sites,
e-news and so on which are provided by the common source called
internet.Everything is dependent on the internet,we can’t imagine
the world without internet in the present scenario and it became an
integrated part of every individual. As per the statistics given by
the International Telecommunications Union(ITU) 40.4% of the
people are internet users among the world’s population.As per the
UNODC[1] survey the internet users will be 70% of the world’s
population by 2017 by using mobile broadband subscriptions and it
became hard to imagine the cybercrime.So,secure communication
is the major challenge for the software engineers.
The essential requirements for the security models are as
follows:
a. Confidentiality which deals with protection of the information
from unauthorized access.We are using encryption to achieve
information confidentiality.
b. Integrity related to the data thatcannot be modified by any
unauthorized user.
c. Availability makes the information must be available
whenever needed,security policies are used to achieve it.
In addition to these things there are many other attributes for the
security model.
Attackers’ basic motivation is to find the available vulnerabilities
on the target device. Generally, Vulnerability is due to mistake in
software design or in implementation which helps the attacker to
develop or use the available exploits to access over it stated in
[2]. Exploit is a piece of code takes vulnerability as an advantage
to execute arbitrary commands referred as payloads to gain
access of the target system and attackers are adopting advanced
techniques of Machine learning, Artificial intelligence to automate
the attacks. Attack vectors are the methods by which an attacker
reaches its target. Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE)
databases provides the details of known vulnerabilities and the
impact of them. Mann and Christey (1999) given the CVE idea.
Various penetration tools like Nmap[3], Nessus[4] detect the
vulnerabilites.
Every device has some details like operating system, vendor etc.
Common Platform Enumeration(CPE) gives the details like name
© 2014, IJARCST All Rights Reserved

II. Motivation
Cyber Attacks are due to known and unknown vulnerabilites.
These attacks can be prevented up to some extent by patching
the vulnerabilites. Penetration testing helps us to identify the
vulnerabilites and system weakness. The real-world security based
issues motivated to learn Cyber Security field.
III. Prior Art
Vulnerabilites are the major causes of security threat. There are
various vulnerability analysis and pentesting(VAPT) tools to
the details of vulnerabilites of the target system. Pentesting or
penetration testing is entering into the network with permission
of the organisation to get the access of the resources before the
attacker attempts. The different methodologies in pentesting are
black box, white box, gray box testing. Before discussing various
VAPT tools,there is a need to discuss various vulnerabilites.
A. Common Vulnerabilites
As per the Open Web Security Application Project (OWSAP)[9]
the topVulnerabilites are given below
Command Injection: It will inject and execute the commands
on the vulnerable application. These are due to improper input
validation. In some causes command injection can cause privilege
escalation.
Stored XSS: This vulnerability is most dangerous because the
script saves in storage location and used by all users. Most of the
websites possess these vulnerabilites
External Control of file: It allows the user input to control or
influence path or filename are used in File system operations. Due
to this vulnerability CIA triads constraints are violated.
Weak Captcha: Captcha is used to test whether the user is human
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or not. Most of the captcha implementations are insecure. Using
automated recognition techniques breaks captcha.
SQL injection authentication bypass: This vulnerability uses
SQL injection which can inject or insert of SQL query via input
data from client. It is similar to command execution.
Malicious File upload: It leads to serious problem which
allows the attacker to upload a file which will perform command
execution on the servers and give the access of the target system
to the attacker.
Web-Dav Authentication bypass: Web based distributed
authorization and versioning is a set of HTTP extensions that
provides facility of editing and managing the files present on
the remote system. The Microsoft IIS server’s Web-Dav handles
Unicode tokens may allow the Authentication bypass.
B. Various VAPT Tools
The various vulnerabilites analysis and pentesting tools are shown
in table 1. The goals of the pentesting is to know the various
vulnerabilites and threats which helps us to prevent from intruders.
Its legal activity. White box and black box are the commonly used
pentesting methods. Gray box is the combination of both black
box and white box.
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C. CVE Database
Common Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE) databases provide
the information about commonly known vulnerabilities and the
impact of the vulnerability. The syntax of the cve id is shown in
figure (a).The CVE database is publicly available to all provided
by NIST NVD. NVD databases are available in XML format in
tree structure and structure of xml NVD is shown in figure (b)

Table 1: Various VAPT tools
Name
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slow
when
compared
with
Nmap
slow performance,
buffer
overflow
attacks
speed
Fig. (a): Syntax CVE ID
The structure of NVD XML tree contains vulnerability
configuration list, software list, cvss and summary so on.

Some plugins are
only for
registered
users
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vulnerabilites. OS vulnerability data is available from NIST
National vulnerability Database(NVD).OS fingerprinting can be
performed with tools like Nmap by observing the TTL value,
window size, Initial sequence number(ISN) and so on.
IV. Approach
The framework includes the various modules which perform the
following tasks
1. Network discovery
2. Host discovery
3. Vulnerabilites details
4. Available exploits
Network Discovery is performed by using Ping [10] utility. The
network discovery includes the finding the alive nodes in the
network the alive nodes can be obtained using the alive_nodes
algorithm. It takes ip range as input and gives us the alive hosts
in the network.
Input: ip range
Output: alive hosts
Algorithm Alive_nodes
Initialise alive hosts to empty list
Hosts ← ip range
For host in hosts
do
		
Response ← Ping(host)
Analyse Response and decide whether host is status
		
If host is alive then
			
Add host to alive hosts
		
End
End
Return alive hosts

Fig. (b): NVD vulnerability entry structure
The cvss is the common vulnerability scoring system which gives
the base score to measure the severity of the vulnerability.
CWE is the common weakness enumeration provides a common
language of discussing, finding and deals with the causes of
software security.

The alive_nodes algorithm uses ping[10] utility which sends the
ICMP echo requests to the device and by analysing the response
corresponding to the request and decide whether it is active or
not. The Response will tell whether device is active, unreachable,
could not find host. The following figure (a) explains how the
algorithm alive node works

D. Networking
The OSI model and TCP/IP are the two basic things in computer
networks. The different layers in OSI model are Physical, data
link, network, transport, session, presentation, application layers.
Each layer has its own importance. TCP/IP contains only 5 layers
it does not have presentation and session layers. The network or
Internet layer in TCP/IP provides ip addressing and subnetting.
The ip addresses are unique numberID assigned to one host or
interface in a network and these addresses are classified into classes
like A,B,C networks.
Subnetting allows to create multiple network that exists within
a single class A,B,C.
Simon Hanson et al. taxonomy on network and computer attacks
[5] gives the idea on how to use this taxonomy to categorize
various attacks and proposed taxonomy has 4 dimensions which
are attack vector and behaviour of attack, classification of attack
targets, vulnerability classification, payloads.
Qiang Zeng et al. Proposed Therapy for program bugs will detect
the bugs and diagnosis them[7].It will helpful to patch the services
containing bugs.
Isham chokshi et al. suggested exploit dependency graph which
gives us all various attack modelling techniques includes finding
required exploits to perform post exploitation etc.[8].
As per the Miguel Garcia et al. “Analysis of OS diversity for
Intrusion Tolerance”[9] tells that the OS will give the possible
© 2014, IJARCST All Rights Reserved

Fig. (a):Request and response by device
After obtaining the alive hosts, the framework need to perform the
host discovery to get the details of the hosts what is the operating
system of the host. To obtain CPE,the algorithm uses Nmap [11]
utility which is port scanner lists out the open ports and services
running on the device. It also performs OS Finger printing [12]
used various techniques to get the CPE of the host. The algorithm
uses alive hosts and gives OS details of the devices. The Algorithm
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uses multithreading approach to reduce the execution time. As
a result time complexity decreases when compared to previous
case.
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cve_id is the primary key which are used to identify the tuples
in a Relation.
The parser go through the XML file and performs mining and
get the CVE-ID, CVSS, summary, Vulnerability configuration
and vulnerability software. The parser uses the elementary tree
which is available in python standard xml module. The parser goes
through the xml document and parse the children and get there
values and insert them into the table as per the schema specified.
XML_DB module takes X,S as input and gives the database say
D. It performs parsing on each xml document and get the required
fields. The parsing function is given as P and relation as r.
For xi belongs to X,Q is the set of required fields. The parsing
function P which gives us the tuple of values corresponding to
respective fields.
It is given by
R=P(xi, Q) where R={k/k in V(Q) and length of Q and Rare
equal}
Where V is the value function which gives the value of the set of
fields. Inserting into tuple into respective relation r is given by
r←r ∪ R
After converting XML files into database the search on database
is performed to get the CPE details. As a result, DB_Functions
is developed to perform database operation such as searching,
deleting the contents, total entries and so on. The module includes
various db functionalities. Using this module we can search on
the NVD database to get the corresponding vulnerabilites. The
detailed flowchart is shown in figure (e)

Input: alive hosts
Output: host details
Algorithm Host discovery
host details ← empty list
CPE ←null
For host in alive hosts
do
		
CPE ←get CPE using Nmap
		
Add CPE to host details
End
Return host details
After obtaining the CPE details of host, the vulnerabilites can
be obtained by searching on NVD database which are publicly
available in XML format. Searching the CPE and get the
vulnerabilites efficiently. So, NVD in XML formats are converted
into Database concepts. The Framework uses NVD from 20012014 xml files as dataset downloaded from NVD[13].
The xml_db module converts xml files into databases which
includes 3 parsers. Let us consider set of XML files as X and
schema as S, described using Relational Algebra. The proposed
schema for this application is S, database schema which consists
of set of relational schema. The Relational schema are
CVE_DETAILS(cve_id: String, cvss: String, summary: String)
The figure (b) shows the example for CVE_DETAILS

Fig. (b): CVE details
VUL_CONF_LIST(vul_conf: String, cve_id: String)
It is shown in figure (c), shows the table used in database

Fig. (e): xml to database
The vulnerabilities are obtained by using get_vulnerabilities
algorithm which takes host details and gives vulnerability details
corresponding to the host. It uses NIST NVD database to get details
of vulnerability. The algorithm is given below
Input: host details
Output: Vulnerability details
Algorithm get_vulnerabilities
Initialise vulnerability details to empty
OS details ←host details
For ip, cpe in OS details
do
Search cpe on NVD database

Fig. (c):Vulnerability configuration details
VUL_SW_LIST(vul_sw: String, cve_id: String) is shown in figure
(d)

The file gives the location where the exploit is located and
description gives the summary about exploit. The id is the primary
key which is used to identify exploit uniquely. There is one more
database which contains the details like exploit id and cve details
corresponding to the exploit. The schema for exploit_cve is as

Fig. (d): Vulnerability Software details
www.ijarcst.com
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follows Exploit (eid, cve)
Where eid is the id of the exploit and cve contains the cve id of
the vulnerabilites. The following algorithm lists out the available
exploits. The algorithm takes vulnerability details and give the
available exploits to launch exploitation. The algorithm uses
the Exploit_details and exploit_cve databases to list available
exploits
Input: vulnerability details
Output: available exploits
Algorithm get_exploits
vul ←vulnerability details
available exploits ←null
for v in vul
do
cve_id ← Extract CVE-ID from v
exploit_id ←Exploit_CVE(cve_id)
e ←get_details (exploit_id)
Add e to available exploits
end
Return available exploits

Fig. (g): OS detection

The above algorithm extracts cve id from vulnerability and uses
exploit_cve database to get details of exploits. All the algorithms
specified so far are implemented using multithreading approach to
decrease the execution time. For implementing in multithreading
the framework uses threading module in the python standard
library.The framework also includes some module which will
calculate the average CVSS score for each alive device and gives
the average CVSS details of all alive hosts and some modules will
create exploit databases, datasets and so on.
V. Results and Discussion
The framework list the available host, OS details, Vulnerabilites
and available exploits. The available hosts i.e. figure (f) shown
by GUI application shown below

Fig. (h):Vulnerabilites

Fig. (f): Alive hosts

Fig. (i): Available Exploits

The OS detection performed by the application is shown in figure
(g) and vulnerabilites in figure (h) and available exploits in figure
(i).

© 2014, IJARCST All Rights Reserved

The attack graph generated by calculating the average CVSS for
each host is shown below
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Fig. (j): Alive hosts VS CVSS
Majority of the exploits listed by the framework are Denial of
services (DOS) which will make the service unavailable. Today
the DOS and DDOS are the major attacks. Sometimes these attacks
show impact on confidentiality and integrity. Buffer overflow,
remote code execution comes after the DOS. In Microsoft OS
there are many RPC bugs in the various products. DDOS filters
are used to prevent these attacks. The framework uses Nmap to
perform OS figure printing which does not give the correct result.
As a result false positives occurs. We can overcome the false
positives by using some advanced machine learning techniques
.As specified by Juan caballero et al. “Automatic Fingerprinting
Generation”.
When comparing the present framework with existing tools like
Nessus and openvas it will list the available exploits which is
not available in them. The present framework also utilizes CVE
database like them. The present framework is OS based and the
existing tools are application based.
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VI. Conclusion and Future Work
The present framework list the vulnerabilites and available exploits
corresponding to vulnerabilities. The framework is useful for
the network administrator and system administrators to know
the vulnerabilites in there Network and patch the vulnerable
Application. There are several things to be improved and further
explored in this work. The framework only uses OS CPE and get
the vulnerabilites from NVD database. Further, the framework
need to include Automation exploitation to launch the exploits
on devices.
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